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Synopsis The Emigrant Peak fault zone is a group of parallel faults and
short fault segments that are mostly down-to-the-west, north-
striking normal faults. These faults are present along and in the
northwest flank of the Silver Peak Range that borders the east side
of the northern part of Fish Lake Valley. The faults are marked by
prominent west-facing scarps on alluvium and bedrock. Most of
the faults have been mapped in detail at 1:24,000 scale and scarp
profiles and other scarp data have been collected but that data has
not been published and the faults have not been trenched. Post-
Pliocene displacement across the fault zone is estimated to range
between about 400–1000 m. Western faults of the zone show
evidence for Holocene activity. A recurrence interval of 

Name
comments

Named by Reheis (1988 #1601); previously shown but unnamed
on a geologic map by Robinson and others (1976 #1617). Piety
(1995 #915) later referred to the zone as the Emigrant Peak faults
and dePolo (1998 #2845) referred to it as the Emigrant Peak fault



zone. The fault zone was mapped by Reheis (1991 #1603) and
Reheis and others (1993 #648; 1995 #3823) at 1:24,000 scale, and
by Reheis and Noller (1991 #1195) and Dohrenwend and others
(1992 #289) at 1:100,000 scale. These faults are also shown on a
compilation of Quaternary faults by Piety (1995 #915). The
Emigrant Peak fault zone extends from near Emigrant Peak
southward to about 3 km south of Fish Lake along and in the
northwest flank of the Silver Peak Range.

Fault ID: Referred top as EPK by Piety (1995 #915) and G1 by
dePolo (1998 #2845).

County(s) and
State(s) ESMERALDA COUNTY, NEVADA 

Physiographic
province(s) BASIN AND RANGE 

Reliability of
location

Good
Compiled at 1:100,000 scale.

Comments: Mapped by Reheis (1991 #1603) and Reheis and
others (1993 #648; 1995 #3823) at 1:24,000 scale and at
1:100,000 scale by Reheis and Noller (1991 #1195). Location of
fault traces herein is from Reheis and Noller (1991 #1195).
Location of the southern part of the fault is from 1:24,000-scale
maps and from 1:100,000 scale maps (Reheis and Noller, 1991
#1195; Dohrenwend and others, 1992 #289).

Geologic setting The Emigrant Peak fault zone is in part a range-bounding
structure that separates the northwestern part of the Silver Peak
Range from the northern part of Fish Lake Valley. The fault zone
is comprised of several high-to moderate-angle, down-to-west,
normal faults, with minor dextral component locally, in part
bounding the northwest side of Silver Peak Range; the most
recently active faults, however, are mostly within Pleistocene and
Holocene alluvium along the east margin of Fish Lake Valley. The
minimum post-Pliocene displacement across the fault zone is 410
m (Reheis and McKee, 1991 #1609) but unpublished drill-hole
data suggest the total displacement is at least 1 km.

Length (km) 36 km.

Average strike N10°E

Sense of Normal 



Sense of
movement

Normal 

Comments: The west dip and down-to-the-west offset along these
north-striking faults indicates they are principally normal faults;
the north-northwest-striking fault that bounds the south end of the
section is nearly perpendicular to the other faults and has left-
lateral offset. Although most of the faults apparently have normal
offset, at least one of three parallel fault strands within bedrock
near Icehouse Canyon has mainly dextral offset indicated by
slickensides (Reheis, 1991 #1603).

Dip 42° to >70° W 

Comments: Dip depends on fault location. In central part of
section, easternmost fault is inactive and has measured dips of 42°
and 48°; next fault west has dips of 50° and 55°; next fault west
has dips ranging from 48–67°; next fault west has one measured
dip of 70°; the westernmost fault, presently active, has an
unknown dip but is presumed to dip at least 70° (Reheis, 1991
#1603).

Paleoseismology
studies

Geomorphic
expression

In general the fault is expressed as low scarps (maximum about
9m) on late Pleistocene and Holocene alluvial fans; however, a
prominent scarp as much as 33 m high marks the westernmost
fault at the northern end of the fault zone. To the south, faults
mainly form scarps on bedrock.

Age of faulted
surficial
deposits

Early Holocene, Pleistocene, and bedrock of Pliocene, Miocene,
Mesozoic and Paleozoic age.

Historic
earthquake

Most recent
prehistoric

deformation

latest Quaternary (<15 ka) 

Comments: Based on mapping (Reheis, 1991 #1603), the
youngest faulted deposit is the middle alluvium of Marble Creek;
this unit contains a 1.2-ka tephra within the map area and is dated
at 1.09–1.67 ka from several radiocarbon and tephra sites
elsewhere in Fish Lake Valley (Reheis and others, 1995 #3823).
Many of the faults in the southern part of the fault are confined
within bedrock, particularly a basalt flow dated at 4.8 Ma by



within bedrock, particularly a basalt flow dated at 4.8 Ma by
Stewart and others (1974 #1656), but a few of these extend into
Pleistocene deposits (Reheis and others, 1995 #3823).

Recurrence
interval

<1000 yr (<10 ka) 

Comments: Assuming that age assignments of offset surfaces
(Reheis, 1991 #1603) are correct, and that the scarps 1.0-2.2 m
high on the middle alluvium of Marble Creek formed during one
event, then scarps of about 25 m on the early Holocene alluvium
of Leidy Creek indicate a recurrence interval of less than 1000 yr
during the Holocene.

Slip-rate
category

Between 0.2 and 1.0 mm/yr 

Comments: Age of the alluvium of Leidy Creek is 6–10 ka from
dating elsewhere in Fish Lake Valley (Reheis and others, 1995
#3823) and scarps on this unit between South and Middle Washes
(Reheis, 1991 #1603) are as much as 25.7 m, yielding a minimum
Holocene slip rate of 2.6–4.3 mm/yr. The age of the alluvium of
Indian Creek is about 50-130 ka and scarps on this unit are as
much as 33.1 m, yielding a minimum slip rate of 0.25-0.66
mm/yr. The minimum Pleistocene slip rate for only the
westernmost fault based on offset of the Bishop ash (Reheis and
McKee, 1991 #1609) is 0.15 mm/yr, and the minimum slip rate
since 2 Ma across three of the four main faults is 0.2 mm/yr.
Based on the data from Reheis regarding the Indian Creek
alluvium, dePolo (1998 #2845) calculated a preferred vertical slip
rate of 0.76 mm/yr using a preferred vertical offset of 38 m and a
preferred age of 50 ka. Clearly the reported slip rates vary greatly;
the slip-rate category is based on the longer term rate.

Date and
Compiler(s)

1994 
Marith C. Reheis, U.S. Geological Survey, Emeritus
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